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The TOPEX/Poseidon orbit maintenance strategy was changed following launch
to include the effects of observed unmodeled, and hence anomalous,
along-track
accelerations. The anomalous force causes the semi-major axis, a, to either
increase (called "boost") or decrease ("deboost" or "decay") depending on the
satellite attitude and solar arraypitch angle offset.
Although this force is the
most uncertain parameter in ground track prediction, it has been used as a passive
technique for orbit maintenance, thereby reducing the number of propulsive
maneuvers,
enhancing maneuver spacing,
and to place maneuvers at
convenient times. This passive technique was first demonstrated in May 1993.
The TOPEX/Poseidon orbit has been uniquely maintained using both passive
(non-propulsive) and active (propulsive) maneuvers. Furthermore, the orbit has
been maintained using only the passive technique since the ninth orbit
maintenance maneuve_ on January 15, 1996.
Only nine orbit maintenance maneuvers have been required to maintain the
ground track, including verification site over flights, since achieving the
operational orbit on September 21, 1992 (mission requirement: 95% within +1
kin). During this period, a has varied within 7714,429-&7 m, while the
inclination i periodically fluctuated in the range 66.0408" + 0.0040*. The frozen
orbit (required e < 0.001 and a)_90") has been maintained without any dedicated
eccentricity maneuvers. The frozen eccentricity vector has completed two periodic
cycles and it is currently tracing its third cycle (period =26.7 months).
INTRODUCTION
Silice its launch on August 10, 1992, TOPEX/Poseidon tt has precisely mapped the topography of
over 95% of the earth's ice-free seas. The wealth of scientific information provided by its very high quality
ocean-altimetry data prompted NASA and CNES to further extend the TOPEX/Poseidon mission through
2001 to overlap with the successor Jason-1 mission.
To facilitate high quality altimetry data acquisition,
the satellite is maintained in a nearly-circular, frozen orbit (e=0.000095, 6o=90") at an altitude of =1336
km and an inclination of i = 66.04" (Ref. 1). This orbit provides an exact repeat ground track every 127
orbits (=10 days) and over flies two verification sites: a NASA site off the coast of Point Conception and a
CNE_ site near the islands of Lampione and Lampedusa in the Mediterranean Sea.
Alter launch,
six orbit maintenance maneuvers (OMMs) were implemented to acquire the
operational orbit from the injected orbit. 2 These maneuvers achieved the frozen orbit, removed inclination
errors induced by the launch vehicle, and synchronized the ground track with the reference grid and two
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verification
sites.

The operational orbit was achieved on September 21, 1992 and altimeter data acquisition
started on September 23, 1992.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) of the California Institute of Technology is responsible for
conducting all mission operations including operational navigation. Operational orbit determination (OD)
using radiometric data acquired via the NASA Tracking Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) is provided
by the Flight Dynamics Facility (FDF) of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center(GSFC).
Prior to launch, orbit maintenance maneuver (OMM) design t was e_
to depe_ primarily on
atmospheric drag and the uncertainty of its prediction. The consequent maneuver targeting strategy had to
be changed following launch due to the observation of unexpected along-track accelerations 3 called
"anomalous forces". These forces did not influence operational orbit acquisition; however, it became
necessary to accurately model and predict the anomalous force for effective ground track control. OMM1
was delayed for one ground track repeat cycle to collect additional OD data so that a reasonable empirical
model could be constructed, thereby causing the ground track to leave the control band for a few days. Thus
OMM1 was implemented outside the eastern edge of control band.
An empirical modeP based on observed MOE (Medium-accuracy Orbit Ephemeris) accelerations is
used for the anomalous force prediction. The MOE is based on a combination of laser ranging and GPS
(Global Positioning System) data. The anomalous force model is validated using thrust parameters provided
by the FDF. The magnitude of the anomalous forces is equivalent to or greater than the effects of the
atmospheric drag and either raises ("boosts") or lowers ("decays") the orbit depending on the satellite attitude
and solar array orientation.
Its uncertainty significantly influences ground track prediction _:_-'uracy,
especially during low drag conditions (70 <F_o.7<120)', when it is the largest uncertainty in orbit
determination. The potential of using the anomalous force as a tool for ground track control was soon
recognized and this passive technique 4"_was demonstrated for the first time in May 1993 to avoid a
propulsive maneuver near the western boundary of the control band, and later, in October 1995 to postpone
OMM9 until Jan. 15, 1996. Since OMM9, the orbit has been maintained using only the passive
technique, thereby greatly simplifying mission operations.
The TOPEX/Poseidon mission has been uniquely maintained utilizing a combination of both
active (e.g., propulsive) and passive (e.g., non-propulsive) maneuvers. This paper describes the maneuver
design and implementation strategies used for orbit maintenance in the presence of the anomalous force
during the first five years of satellite operations. Maneuver performance characteristics and ground track
maintenance statistics are provided. Use of the passive techniques in reducing the number of maneuvers
and complexity of the mission operations are summarized.
MISSION

REQUIREMENTS

AND

OPERATIONAL

CONSTRAINTS

#

Science objectives require that 95% of all equatorial crossings be contained within a _1 km control
band centered on a lae-defined earth-fixed reference ground track grid, and that 95% of all verification site
over flights have a miss distance at closest approach of <1 kin. The OMMs are constrained to occur over
land at or near the boundary of the =10 day ground track repeat cycles (+1 orbit). Maneuver spacing must
be as large as practical, with a minimum spacing of 30 days. Eccentricity must be maintained less than
0.001 throughout the mission; this requirement has been met by utilizing a frozen-orbit for the eccentricity
vector (e, a_). Furthermore, maneuvers may not compromise satellite health and welfare; such requirements
prevail over other mission requirements when conflicts arise. This leads to additional restrictions on the
timing of maneuvers and the command sequence for maneuver implementation. The primary restrictions are
due to satellite power, thermal, and star-tracker field-of-view constraints.
REFERENCE

ORBIT

Mean orbital parameters 7 of the TOPEX/Poseidon operational orbit are shown in Table 1. This
operational orbit provides an exact repeat ground track every 127 orbits in 10 sidereal days and over flies
both the NASA and CNES verification sites once per repeat cycle. The first orbit of the 127-orbit ground
• Fro.7 is the 10.7 cm solar flux reported

by the Penticton
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Observatory.

Units

are 10 "= watts/(m:-Hz).

track repeat cycle has an ascending node at 99.92 ° E. longitude.
The operational
orbit is referred to as the
reference orbit and the mean elements describing this orbit are called the reference elements.
The ascenc£mg
nodal crossing longitudes
of the reference orbit define the sub-satellite
earth fixed reference grid. The
reference orbit was initially designed 8 using a 17 x 17 truncation of the GEMT2 earth gravity field and was
later refined using a 20 x 20 truncation of GEMT3.
JGM2 (Joint Gravity Model-2) 9 during July 93.
TOPEX/Poseidon

precision

orbit determination

Table 1. TOPEX/POSt_K)N

This orbit was again refined using a 20 x 20 mmcated
The
JGM2 was derived by refining
GEMT3 using

(POD) results.

REFERENCE ELEMENTS (EPOCH: JULY 1, 1993 00:00 UTC).

Semi-Major Axis
Eccentricity
Inclination
Right Ascension of Ascending Node

(a)
(e)
(_
(_2)

Argument of Perigee (oJ)
Mean Anomaly(M)
SATELLITE

7714.42942
km
0.000095
66.040"
139.552 °
270.000 °
0.000"

CHARACTERISTICS

TOPEX/Poseidon
is a three-axis stabilized satellite (Fig.l)
and utilizes nearly continuous
yaw
steering and solar array pitching for optimal solar array sun pointing. A pitch bias _'is applied to the solar
array to control battery charging, and is changed based on solar-array degradation and observed battery
performance.
It has changed three times during the first five years of operation; curcenfly V=50.5".
T_e
is a plan to set _ --48.5" in April 1998.
The satellite nominally flies with the solar panel in a 'Tead"
position (_0).
The solar panel is said to be in a "Lag" position when g<0.
i

To avoid excessive yaw rates, the satellite yaw angle is held fixed when -15"<_'<15",
where _8" is
the angle between the orbital plane and earth-sun line.
Two different fixed yaw angles Y are used: Y=0"
when 0</V<15" (flying forward); and Y=180" when ,8"<0 (flying bactward).
The satellite is "flipped"
(AY=180") near _'=0. This ensures that the sun is kept on the correct side of the solar array, avoids
shadowing of the solar array by the high gain antenna, and prevents overheating of satellite
subsystems.
The satellite is continuously
yaw steered for all other values of fl:
When fl'>15"
positive yaw steering, and when _-15"
it is referred to as negative yaw steering.

this

is refened

The propulsion module is a mono-propellant
hydrazine blow-down
system consisting
N (0.2 lbf) and four 22 N (5 lbf) thrusters.
The 22 N thrusters and four of the 1 N thrusters
orbit adjustment;

the remaining

1 N thrusters

to as

of twelve 1
are used for

are used for attitude control when nxluired to dump excess
momentum.
Nominal
attitude
control is maintained via reaction
wheels which are unloaded with
magnetic
torquers.
The 22 N
thrusters
were used
for large
maneuvers (> 400 ram/s) during
orbit acquisition. I
The smaller
maneuvers
(<400
mugs)
of the
orbit acquisition
sequence and all
orbit
maintenance
maneuvers,
which
are
<I0
minis,
are
performed using two 1 N thrusters.
The same pair of thrusters has been
used for all nine OMMs.
The
center
of mass
(CM)
satellite does not coincide

Figure 1. TOPEX/Poseidon

of
with

the
the

center of body coordinates
due to
one sided large solar panel.
Each

satellite.
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of the orbit adjust thrusters is oriented axially along the body roll-axis and individually canted to
through the CM prior to the launch when the propellant tanks are full.
The propellant tank
loaded prior to the launch to provide a total AV of =172 m/s.
The orbit acquisition process
=11.55 m/s and the nine OMMs have used --40 mm/s. Thus the satellite is still flying with
propellant tanks after five years of operations.

be aligned
was fully
used only
nearly full

To correcdy orient the thrusters along with the velocity vector for propulsive
maneuvers,
yaw
steering is temporarily
suspended and the satellite is slewed to a fixed angle.' The yaw turn is accomplished
using only reaction wheels.
Attitude errors caused by the burn are removed with attitude thrusters.
The
turn or unwind duration varies depending on the yaw rate and angle. The total duration of a "ram-bum-turn"
sequence varies from 20 to 90 min.
ORBIT

DETERMINATION

Operationalorbitdeterminationis routinelyperformed by the FDF, primarilyusing one-way
TDRS Doppler data;a small amount of two-way Doppler datais also used.I° The orbitdetermination
accuracyrequired
forthe orbitmaintenance and maneuver evaluationwas established
jointlyby JPL and
FDF. n Modeling consistencybetween the FDF orbitdetermination
program GTDS
(GoddardTrajectory
DeterminationSystem) 'zand the JPL trajectory
program DPTRAI t3(doubleprecisiontrajectory
program)
was established prior to the launch) 4 The critical requirement on orbit determination
is to determine semimajor axis better than 1 m (3a) throughout
the mission.
The FDF suppliesorbit dcte=-mination
results
threetimesweekly (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday)
and daily near maneuver and fixed yaw periods. The anomalous forces are estimated as an effective thrust
T=I+_ RN as part of routine orbit determination. Onboard oscillator
fi'equeacy bias and drift rate are also
estimated during orbR determination.
Tuning and polar motion data tables (UT1-UTC
and polar coordinates) me provided by FDF
approximatelymonthly.VariableMean Area (VMA) 2 models used foratmosphericdrag and solarradiation
pressurearesuppliedby JPL to FDF. The VMA
model is a functionof the solararraypitch biasand is
updated whenever thesolararraypitchbiasischanged. Furthermore,JPL suppliesa fixedyaw plan to the
FDF priorto any mode changes so thatthe appropriatemodels are used forOD.
Current solar and
geomagnetic activitydata are obtained electronically
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration(NOAA) Space Environment Centerby both JPL and FDF. NOAA
suppliesobservedazi
predicteddata includinga long-term outlook. Changes in other models (e.g.,gravity,sun-moon
ephemerides,etc.)
areperformedmutuallyasrequired.
OD results _sm have been consistently
better than pre-launch requirements.
The semi-major
axis a
has been determined to 3or_--45 cm (required: 3cy.--1 m). Knowledge
of a is a function of both OD accuracy
and conversion errors in the osculating to mean value conversion
process.
The osculating
to mean value
conversion error for a consistenOy satisfies 3or. < 40 cm. Thus the total _, < 20 cm for the mean semimajor axis.
Knowledge of other orbital parameters is also much better than the _
pre-launch
requirements. These improved OD results have contributed
to a reduction in maneuver faequency and more
precise ground track determination
and control.
ERROR

MODEL

USED

FOR

MANEUVER

DESIGN

All major error sources are included in the maneuver
design process to ensure that 95% of all
equatorial
crossings
arecontainedin the controlband. These includeuncertainties
of the anomalous force
and dragpredictions,orbitdeterminationerrors,and maneuver executionerrors.Drag modeling erroris
dominated by uncertainties
in predicted solar activity. Maneuver execution errors are categorized into fixed,
proportional,
axis.

and pointing

errors.

Orbit determination

error is reflected

primarily

as an error in semi-major

Solar activity
data of previous cycles was used to construct error models for solar flux and
geomagnetic
index data prediction."
High- and low-density trajectories are constructed based on the observed
statistical variations over the previous 3 months and the resulting
differences in the ground track with the
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error-free
trajectory
areused tocalculate
thedragerror.The uncertainty
intheanomalous forceprediction
is
modeled from theobservedstatistical
variations
abouttheempiricalmodel.Differentuncertaintymodels are
constructedfordifferent
yaw modes of the satellite.
The ground trackpredictionerrorallocatedto orbit
determinationis225 m (3a) of equatorial
longitudeaRer 30 days,equivalent
to an initial
semi-major axis
errorof =I m. Maneuver executionerrorbudgets" aresummarized in Table 2. These errorbudgets were
used for allOMMs.
The errorsdue to drag and anomalous forcepredictions,orbit determination,and
maneuver executionarepropagated,convertedintoground trackunits,and then combined to predicta total
rootsum square (RSS) errorenvelopein theground trackY
Table 3. OMM EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS.

Table 2. MANEUVER ERROR MODEL.*
AV (Proportional)

10% forCAL
5% for OMM 1
3% forSubsequent
OMMs

AV (Fixed)

0.013

Pointing Error (Pitch)

MANEUVER

AV

2.0"

Pointing Error (Yaw)
*All values are 302 CAL:
Maintenance
Maneuver.

mm/s.

2.0"

Cafibrafion

maneuver,

EVALUATION

,

OMM--Orbit

*All

a
e

< 1 mI06
<Sx

i
Aa

0.0001°
< 20 cm

Tangential
Radial
Out of plane

values

are 30. Elements

< 0.2 mm/s
< I0 mm/sec
< 10 mm/sec
are o_culating.

REQUIREMENT

Precise maneuver evaluation is required to calibrate the thrusters so as to reduce the effect of AV
errors on ground track predictions
and to enhance maneuver spacing. The maneuver
evaluation accuracy
requirements were jointly determined
by JPL and FDF, as stnnmafized in Table 3. 25 To achieve the
required accuracy in maneuver evaluation the FDF performs special ODs before and after a maneuver using a
26 x 26 gravity field and a four day tracking arc.
MANEUVER

DESIGN

AND

IMPLEMENTATION

The NAVT" continually monitors the ground track and provides a 30-day advance notice of all
maneuvers to othermission operationsteams, includinggeographicmaneuver locationand centroidtime.
The maneuver centroidtime ischosen to allow timefora backup one repeatcycle (=I0 days) laterwithout
violating
the klncontrolband. Furthermore,maneuvers arenot scheduledneara fixedyaw periodso that
thereis sufficient
pre-and post-maneuver trackingdata (atleast7 days) for orbit determination.This
shortensmaneuver spacingby one to two repeatcyclesfrom the optimal value.The preliminarymaneuver
design is done using GTARG (which uses an analytical propagator)
to delmmine maneuver magnitude (AV)
and its directionY
Two maneuver design strategies were developed prior to launch: 1 (a)/ong/:ude targeting,
which practically
maximizes maneuver spacing, and (b) time targeting, which fixes the maneuver spacing.
All maneuvers
implemented
so far were designed using the longitude
targeting strategy.
To ensure
maneuver spacing as large as practical in the presence of various error sources, every maneuver was designed
using a 95-percentile
confidenceenvelopeabout theground track.
Under low dragconditions(Ftc_7< 120)'"the ground trackpredictionis very sensitiveto small
variationsin AV. The uncertaintyof the anomalous force causes significant
variations
in the l_edicted
ground track(andhence themaneuver spacing)under these conditions. To ensure verification
siteover
flight
requirements,as wellas enhance maneuver spacing,a "shoot-short"strategy
2eisappliedin maneuver
design.In thisstrategy
thetargetedmaneuver magnitude is updatedbased on a detailed
sensitivity
analysis
conducted usingboth GTARG
and DPTRAJ.

• The TOPEX/Poseidon
Navigation
• " See the footnote
on page 2.

Team.
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The preliminary
maneuver
design is verified and updated (if needed) with DPTRAJ
before
generating and delivering the ideal maneuver parameters, consisting
of maneuver centroid time and ,4 V, to
SPAT. ) SPAT generates the maneuver
commands, which may result in a slightly different maneuver
magnitude
or centroid rime due to thruster pulse quantization and on-board computer (OBC) constraints.
These updated values are verified again using DPTRAJ before they are loaded into the satellite OBC. The
maneuver is normally designed seven to ten days in advance to provide sufficient
time for command
preparation
and TDRS scheduling. The maneuver
magnitude
is then "tweaked,"
whenever needed,
8-24
hours before execution using the latest OD. _
Only nine maneuvers have been required during the first five years of operations.
These OMMs all
ocarred within one orbitof the transition
between the =10 day ground track repeatcycles,and we_
implemented using a complex "turn-burn-turn"
sequence. The geographiclocationof the maneuver has
been selectedto accommodate satellite
star-tracker
field-of-view
constraints,thermal constraints,and
available
TDRS vicw periods.(Fig.2). Two maneuvers (OMM6
and OMM9)
because oftheseconstraints,
inconflict
withscientific
requirements.
MANEUVER

were performedover water

PERFORMANCE

The fxequeucyof maneuvers has been significantly
lower than expectedbecause of the use of the
passivetechnique,
theprevailing
low drag, improved OD (compared torequirements)from FDF, betterthen
predictedsatellite
performance_and precisemaneuver evaluation. The maneuver magnitude for all
maneuvers was in the range of 2-5 nun/s, except OMMI.
The OMM1
AV was somewhat higher as it
absorbedsome of theresidual
ground trackdriRfollowingoperational
orbitacquisition.

60_N

30 _ N

0"

3O* S

60_S

I
150ow

lO0oW

.r_oW

00

50 o E

100" E

150" E

Figure2. Geographic locations
of orbitmaintenancemaneuvers.
Maneuver evaluationis based upon a comparison of pre-and post-maneuverOD. JPL and FDF
each independently
evaluatethemagnitudeofeach maneuver using different
techniques.
2 Both resultshave
agreedto within0.03 mm/s forallmaneuvers_ (Table4). The close agreementbetween the JPL and FDF
resultsprovide greaterconfidencein maneuver evaluation. The accuracy of maneuver magnitude
determination
has been betterthan 0.05 mm/s forallmaneuvers based on the analysesof post maneuver
orbitdeterminationand the resultingground trackbehavior. The pc,formance of all maneuvers except
OMM9 was significantly
better than the pre-launch expected performances.
The performance
of OMM1
was =3.6% and the thrusters
were calibrated using this maneuver.
Subsequent
maneuvers
(except for

)

The

TOPEX/Poseidoa

Satellite

Performance

and

Analysis

Team.
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OMM9)showed
betterthan3%

performance.

unexpected

during the "unwind"

maneuver

attitude

thruster

firings

The

resultant

AV

of OMM9

was

46%

higher

due

to

turn (turn after burn) of the satellite.

The presence of the anomalous
force significantly
altered the
evaluation.
Pre- and post-maneuver
ODs utilize 4-day tracking

orbit
arcs.

determination
strategy
for
Initially (through OMM5)

the thrust parameter representing the anomalous force was estimated along with state parameters. Experience
(corroborated
by both the JPL and FDF techniques)
indicated that a minimum duration 6-day tracking arc is
needed to obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of the anomalous
force; shorter arcs corrupt estimates
of a.
To obtain a more reliable AV value, the anomalous
force parameter is not estimated
using short arcs (< 6day), but instead use an apriori value based on the latest prediction model.
This strategy has been used for
subsequent pre- and post-maneuver
orbit determinations,
and a similar strategy is used for OD near fixed
yaw periods.
The maneuver evaluation accuracy improved further with this strategy. Pointing errors were
all <1" in both pitch and yaw. z7
Table 4. MANEUVER
OblM
#

Date

AV,

mm/sec
Ideal

PERFORMANCE.

AV achieved,
JPL

mm/sec
FDF

Difference,
%
Achieved-Ideal

1
2
3

Oct 12, 92
Dee 21, 92
Mar 30, 93

9.100
3.200
4.640

9.431
3.153
4.692

9.425
3.151
4.688

+3.64
-1.47
+1.12

4
5

Aug 6, 93
Jan 31, 94

4.620
4.000

4.611
4.089

4.611
4.065

-0.20
+2.25

6
7

May 20, 94
Oct 6, 94

3.150
3.150

3.123
3.146

3.128
3.162

-0.78
-0.13

8

May 22, 95

3.860

3.832

3.832

-0.73

9

Jan 15, 96

2.500

3.652

Not Requested

+46.08

ANOMALOUS

FORCE

Analysis
of the OD results subsequent
to launch indicated
the existence
of an unmodeled
anomalous
force. 3 The magnitude of this anomalous force is equivalent to that of a continuous
thrust of a
few micro-Newtons
(laN). This force is believed to arise from a combination
of radiative forces (including
reflected radiation), solar array curling, thermal imbalances,
and outgassing.
The direction and magnitude
are a function of the satellite attitude, solar array p/tch angle offset, and/_:
An empirical model (Fig. 3)
was developed based on observations of unmodeled along-track accelerations.
30

ii

!i

l

lq;:
da/dt

0

,i
ii
i.i

-20
-30
1993

I
1994

1995

Figure 3. Change of a due to Anomalous Force.

1996

1997

1998

Solid line: da/dt, era/day (left scale); Dotted Line: [$' (right

scale).

The anomalous force causes a decay during positive yaw steering and whenflying
backward at fixed
180 ° yaw mode, and causes a boost during negative yaw steering and when flying forward at fixed 0 ° yaw
mode (Fig. 3). The anomalous force results in da/dt=3-12 cm/day during yaw steering and =18-30 cm/day
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duringfixed

yaw. The magnitude of the acceleration varies with ¥, 8;
thermal variations of the solar panel and some parts of the satellite bus.
force prediction has been c_=l to 3 cm/day during yaw steering and _1
to
The relative prediction uncertainty
Io¢(daldt)l is consistently
smaller in fixed
PASSIVE

TECHNIQUES

Two passive
maintenance.
Fixed

Yaw

FOR

techniques

Variation

ORBIT

the earth to sun distance, ard
The uncertainty
in anomalous
4 cm/day during fixed yaw. 43
yaw than in yaw steering.

MAINTENANCE

were developed

utilizing

the anomalous

force during

fixed yaw

for orbit

Strategy

Nominally,
the length of flying forward orflying backward
is around five days. The orbit may be
raised or lowered by varying the nominal duration of fixed yaw periods. The fixed Y=0 ° period is increased
and the fixed Y=180 ° yaw period is shortened to apply orbital boost and the opposite is done to apply decay.
The maximum variation that is allowed is limited by satellite health and safety considerations
to require a
switch between fixed yaw and yaw steering (or vice versa). The current guideline (at ¥=50.5") is that fixed
yaw period can be as short as -13"_</_'_<13" or as long as -26"<_'<'_7". The upper limit of a fixed yaw period
varies with time of year and solar array degradation. The yaw flip (AY=IS0") must be performed near/_" =0
during all fixed yaw periods.
Even with this constraint
the orbit may be raised or lowered up to =1.5 m
during a typical fixed yaw period. This strategy was been used to selectively adjust the ground track from
OMM3 (March 1993) through October 1995.
This swategy was also used to avoid a "micro-maneuver"
(around
June 17, 1993) near the west boundary of the control band.'
Solar

Array

Lead/Lag

Strategy

The second passive method makes use of the fact that there is a large decay while flying backward
and a large boost flying forward.
The satellite normally flies with solar array in Lead position (,pitch bias is
positive).
A positive pitch bias ("Lead Angle," W_0) indicates that the solar array normal is ahead of the
sun direction. Utilization of negative pitch bias ("Lag," ¥<0) reverses the direction of the force and the
anomalous
force causes boost when the satellite is flying
backward and decay when flying forward.
A
continuous
boost can be obtained by using a "Lag" when flying
backward and "Lead" when flying forward
(Fig. 4); or a continuous decay can be obtained by using a Lag angle when flying forward and a Lead angle
when flying bac_ard.
Ttfis tecl_que
is s_
in Table 5. In addition,
fixed yaw _1"limits are
v_'ied to apply extra boost or decay. The orbit may be raised or lowered up to =4 m, equivalent
to
propulsive
maneuvers
of up to =2 ram/s, with this technique.
This
_g"
strategy 5 was used for the
first time during the October 1995 fixed yaw period to increase
the semi-major
axis and postpone OMM9
to January 15, 1996. Reversing
the solar array orientation
(Lead to Lag) for a smaller portion of 180 ° or
00 yaw part of a fixed yaw period is called a "partial Lead/Lag strategy."
The partial Lead/Lag strategy has
been used to apply a desired amount of either orbital boost or decay.
A partial LeadS.ag strategy was first
applied

during

the March/April

1996 fixed yaw period to increase

the inter-maneuver

spacing.

Table 5. TERMINOLgX_Y AND ORIENTATION OF ALONG-TRACK FORCE IN FIXED YAW.
Fixed Yaw Angle
O" "Hying Forwards"
180" "Flyinl_ Backwards"

effectively

The very first experience
control ground track.

Solar Array "Lead" (W_0)

"Lag" (_<0)

da/dt > 0 ("boost")

da/dt < 0 ("decay")

da/dt < 0 ("decay")

da/dt > 0 ("boost")

during October 1995 demonstrated
In a fixed yaw variation strategy,

the power of the Lead/Lag strategy to
the limits of fixed 180 ° and 00 yaw

periods are varied within the maximum
allowable _1" limits to apply the desired additional orbital boost or
decay. These limits need can not be finalized a few days before the beginning of a fixed yaw period because
of uncertainties
in the anomalous
force, violating
normal mission planning
constraints
which require 30
days advance notice.
However, with the development
of the partial Lead/Lag strategy this problem was
eliminated,
as the fixed yaw limits can be determined
several months in advance.
Ground track uncertainty
is absorbed by changing the times of Lead to Lag and/or Lag to Lead switch, which can be accomplished
by
real time commands.
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The solar array Lend/Lag strategy 5 was used during the October 1995 fixed yaw
period
to
postpone OMM9 until the middle of January 1996. The observed boost level during the Lag period (fixed
180 ° yaw) was only 75% of the expected boost.
This unexplained
discrepancy was used to re,calibrate the
model.
The satellite

entered

safehold"

on November

26,

1995,

two

days

before

a fixed

yaw period

was

scheduled to begin.
The recovery process took severai days and the satellite remained in safehold mode
throughout the period during which the fixed yaw angle is normally 0 ° and 10 hours into the period when
the fixed yaw is 180". The postponement
of OMM9 to January 15, 1996 was accomplished
by (1) reducing
the solar array pitch bias t from 54 ° to 50.5", (2) applying Lead/Lag strategy while flying backward during
fixed 180 ° yaw period, and (3) extending the fixed 180 ° yaw period duration to the maximum
allowable
value.
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Figure 4. Variation of orbital lead/lag strategy to obtain optimal semi-major axis control. Abscissas give date in
1996; ordinates give da/dt due to the anomalous force in era/day. Filled Circles: MOE Data; Hollow circles: FDF
Data; Left: Orbit lowering when fl'>O. Right: Orbit raising when fl'<0. Solid lines: predicted da/dt £'95%.
The resultant AV of OMM9 was 46% higher (3.623 ram/s) due to unexpected attitude thruster
firing during the "unwind." This resulted in a predicted ground trace e that would cross the western boundary
of the control band during the last week of February 1996.
This situation meant that a retrograde OMM
would need to be implemented
near the western boundary.
Tiffs retrograde maneuver
was avoided by
lowering the orbit using lag dtLdng the January/February 1996 fixed yaw period.
As a demonstration

for future

missions,

an autonomous

maneuver

experiment

(TAME)

was

planned for the summer of 1996 using TOPEX/Poseidon.
The NAVT was responsible for targeting the premaneuver orbit, including the ground track, so that TAME could occur on a specific date with a specified
minimum
AV__l.34
mm/sec,
yet still meet all established
ground track requirements
and operational
constraints. It was decided to achieve the required pre-TAME
conditions
utilizing
Lead/Lag strategies only.
The objective was to avoid, if possible,
the use of any propulsive
maneuvers
prior to TAME:
The
maneuver
was designed using the minimum
AV because of the prevailing
low drag conditions.
The
TAME, originally
scheduled for April 6, 1997, was postponed
three times due to unexpected
technical
problems
before finally being scheduled for December
19, 1997.
However,
during last week November
1997, the Project elected to postpone TAME indefinitely
to avoid the possible loss of valuable altimeter
data related to studying the El Niilo conditions.
Currently, the satellite orbit/ground
track is maintained using only passive techniques.
The 81-day
mean solar flux has been steadily increasing
since November
1997 and currently the average flux varies

• An autonomous
t This was done

on-board
for power

sating mode conu'olled
by analog electronic,
and triggered
.by anomaly detection software
reasons; however, the magnitude
of the boost in fixed yaw increases
with decreasing
yaw
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,

,

do,

track maintenance
statistics.
Right Ordinate: p_rcentages

TRACK
As

band

o,

A total

28,

1998

of 99.63%

kin, comfortably

presence of the anomalous

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

had completed

mission

crossings

200

(25A22

requirements (95%

ground
crossings)

track

--.+
flights

(bars).

repeat

cycles

in

were

within

the

within the control band),

the

control
even

in

95 nodal crossings were outside the control band, and these all

of the operationai mission. Cycle

I was defined to begin at the end of the

orbitacquisitionprocess, three days before the ground track entered the control band,
was allowed to move

o

STATISTICS

of all equatorial

meeting

o

Left ordinates:
absolute number
of crossings
or over
(lines). Abscissas:
ground track in kilometers.

TOPEX/Poseidon

force. Only

occurred atthe vexy beginning

,

outside the control band before implementing

"See tl_ foomo¢_ on page 2.
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OMMI

and the ground track

to allow more

time to develop

an empirical
track

model

for the anomalous

force.

Nearly 70% of the nodal crossings

were west of the reference

(Fig. 5),

ground

Fig. 6 shows the ground track history
track behavior are the periodic variations

of the satellite.
near the western

periodic variations are due to lunar and solar gravity and its influence
when the semi-major
axis is within +_2m of the reference value.
variation depends on a complex combination
drag. The solar activity has been relatively
influence

of lunar and solar gravity

VERIFICATION

SITE

OVER

Distinct and important
features
boundary of the control band.

on the ground track is distinguishable
However, the precise nature of the

of lunar and solar gravity, anomalous
forces,
low (70 <F1o.7<120)
during last five years.

has become

in the
These

and atmospheric
As a result, the

more prominent.

FLIGHTS

The original mission requirement
was to maintain
the NASA
and CNES verification
site ovc_
flights within +1 km during the first six months of operations
only (the "Initial Verification
Phase"), but
not later. However,
this requirement was extended to continue throughout
the mission.
The closeness of
the ground track to the verification
site depends on the nodal crossing longitude and the mean inclination,
which varies (+_3.5 mdeg) due to lunar and solar gravity.
A 1 mdeg variation in mean inclination
causes a
70 m ground track offset at either verification
site. The verification
site over flight control requirement
has
been taken into account in the design of all orbit maintenance
maneuvers.
Histograms
of verification site
over frights are shown in the bottom two plots of Fig. 5. The CNF_,S site was closed on February 1, 1997
and its over flight requirement
was discontinued
at that time; the NASA site remains in use and its over
flight requirement

continues

to be met.

The control requirements
were met for all verification
site over flights except five NASA and two
CNES site over flights. One NASA over flight miss was voluntary,
at the beginning
of first ground track
repeat cycle. Three involuntary
over flight misses oc_n'red during March/April
1996 and one during May
1996. These violations were due to unfavorable
inclination
variations
when the ground track was near the
western boundary (within 150 m). Two CNES site over flights we_ outside the control band: one in
September
1996 and the other in January 1997. During this time the effect of lunar and solar gravity was
unfavorable
on the inclination and the ground track was near the eastern boundary (Fig. 6). However, the
mission requirement
to keep 95% of all verification
comfortably
met for both the NASA and CNES sites.
ORBITAL

site over

flights

within

the

control

band has been

PARAMETERS

The ground track is maintained by controlling
mean semi-major
axis about the reference value
(7714.429
Inn) through
periodic maneuvers
or controlling
its variations by passive techniques.
While
maintaining
the ground track and verification
site over flights within the +1 km control band, the mean
semi-major axis has been controlled within +7 m of the reference value through five years of operation _s
(Fig. 7). The mean semi-major
axis variations
are due to a combination
of atmospheric
drag and the
anomalous force.
The semi-major

axis is raised above the reference

after each maneuver

and slowly

decreases due to

drag. The semi-major axis decreases rapidly during positive yaw steering as both the anomalous
force ned
drag contribute to decay, whereas the semi-major
axis variation during negative yaw steering period is much
slower and near zero at times as the anomalous
force and drag oppose each other.
The semi-major
axis
varies by a larger amount during fixed yaw than yaw steering,
and is four to seven times the effect of
atmospheric
drag. The semi-major
axis variation
has been controlled utilizing
the solar array Lesd/Lag
strategy since OMM9 (January 15, 1996) and has stayed within _+3 m of the reference since then (Fig. 7).
The

mission

requirement

implementing
dedicated eccentricity
frozen orbit assured that the mean

to keep the
maneuvers
eccentricity

eccentricity

within

0.001

has been

since achieving the operational
remained an order of magnitude

easily

met

without

orbit. The selection
of a
smaller
than the mission

requirement.
The eccentricity
has varied within the range 95_+50 PPM" (Fig. 8) throughout
the mission.
The eccentricity
vector subject to only gravitational
perturbations
would follow a closed loop with a period

• Parts Per Million.
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Figure 6. TOPEX/Poseidon
ground track. A positive abscissa indicates an offset to the east; a negative abscissa an
offset to the west. The dashed segment
is the predicted continuation
of the ground track at the time of publication.

of _26.74 months; it has completed two such loops during the mission and is currently tracing the third
loop. The observed eccentricity vector varies from the loop because of (a) solar radiation pressure, drag, and
anomalous forces; (b) discontinuous jumps due to propulsive maneuvers; and (c) the inherent uncertainty in
the osculating to mean element conversion process and determination of the perigee for a nearly circular
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orbit. The variation of argument of perigee (_o) has been relatively large, as expected,
varying between
and 120 °. The variation of co within a single ground track repeat cycle (=10 days) is as large as 15 °.
The inclination

remained within

a +_4 mdeg

band (Fig.

9).

No inclination

maneuvers

48

have been

required. There are several periodic perturbations
in i, mostly due to lunar and solar gravity, including one
=9.5 year component.
Inclination
variations are strongly correlated with fl'.
The peak amplitude
of the
inclination variation synchronizes
with the peak values of fl" during periods of full sun. The ground track
variation near the western boundary is also strongly correlated with the inclination variation.
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line)
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gravity-only
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orbit
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line).
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CONCLUSION
TOPEX/Poseidon

orbit maintenance

maneuver design,

originally

expected to depend primarily

on

effective predictions
of atmospheric drag, also depends on reliable predictions of the anomalous
force during
the current period of low solar activity.
These forces constitute
the largest uncertainty
to ground track
prediction
and maneuver design. Although the forceis continuous,
it causes significantly
largerorbital
boost ordecay levels(18-30 cm/day) during fixedyaw periods. This propertyof the anomalous forcehas
been used to develop a so-called
"passive"maneuver technique(the"Le_"
strategy)to effectively
controlthe TOPEX/Poseidon orbitand ground track.This techniquecan be used to perform "passive"
micro-maneuvers thatraiseorlower theorbitby up to4 meters,equivalentto propulsivemaneuvers of I-2
mm/s. In fact,
itwas possibleto avoid a retrograde
maneuver nearthewesternboundary of the controlband
during February 1996 using this strategy. It has also been demonstrated that the orbit can be maintained
using onlythepassivetechniquesfora longtime (> 2 years)under low drag conditions.Thus thesepassive
techniqueshave eliminatedtheneed forseveralpropulsivemaneuvers fortheTOPEX/Poseidon mission.
When propulsive
maneuvers were required, their performances surpassed requirements in all areas,
and aLl aspects of satellite performance during maneuvers was excellent.
Only nine propulsive
maneuvers
(in the range of 2-5 mm/sec, except for OMM1) have been required during five years of mission
operations
because of our use of the passive technique,prevailinglow drag, improvements in OD, and precise
maneuver evaluation.The total
fuelused by allOMIVIs is equivalentto 40 mm/s. The satellite
is using
significantly
less fuel compared to that expected prior to the launch (40-60 nun/s/year)
and fuel tanks
remain nearly full.
The TOPEX/Poseidon orbit
techniques.
All mission requirements
variations
because of the anomalous

has been maintained using both passive
have been comfortably
met. The semi-major
force.
It increases
or decreases depending

and active maneuver
axis exhibits
unique
on satellite attitude.

Inclination
variations are highly correlated with fl: Selection of a frozen orbit has eliminated the need for
dedicated eccentricity
maneuvers to keep the eccentricity
within 0.001.
It is planned to use the passive
techniques
described above throughout
the operational
life of the satellite
to minimuze
the number
of
propulsive
maneuvers.
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